Highlight

Tue, 12.04. | 6:15 pm - 7:30 pm CEST | On-site | Register here
Hertie talks Ukraine: The TikTok War: the role of platforms and news media in Russia and Ukraine
Speaker: Vivian Schiller (Aspen Institute)
Moderator: Joanna Bryson (Hertie School)

Public events

Tue, 05.04. | 9:00 am - 9:30 am CEST | Online and on-site | Register here
EU to go: Presidential election: France, how do you feel about Europe?
Speakers: Heidi Bräuer (Jacques Delors Centre) and Yann Wernert (Jacques Delors Centre)

Tue, 05.04. | 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm CEST | Online | Register here
#5 Fireside chat: Protecting vulnerable households in the energy crisis
Speakers: Lion Hirth (Hertie School) and Matthias Kalkuhl (Mercator Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change and University of Potsdam)

Research events

Wed, 06.04. | 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm CEST | Online | Register here
Security and humanitarianism across the Mediterranean frontier
Speaker: Maurice Stierl (University of Sheffield)
Part of the Fundamental Rights Research Colloquium.

Thur, 07.04. | 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm CEST | On-site | Register here
Effective electoral competition through selective issue emphasis
Speaker: Petra Schleiter (University of Oxford, St Hilda’s College and University College London)
Part of the Political Economy Lunch Seminar (PELS).

Mon, 11.04. | 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm CEST | On-site | Register here
The contentious politics of the welfare state in the Global South
Speaker: Erdem Yörük (Koç University)
Part of the Social Policy Research Colloquium.

Mon, 11.04. | 2:00 pm - 4:00 pm CEST | On-site | Register here
Speaker: Signe Larsen (Oxford University)
Part of the European Governance Colloquium.

Wed, 13.04. | 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm CEST | Online | Register here
State of play: Use of artificial intelligence in government
Speaker: Colin van Noordt (Tallinn University of Technology)
Part of the Digital Governance Research Colloquium.

Thur, 14.04. | 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm CEST | On-site | Register here
Scarcity and consumption priorities
Speaker: Prof. Momi Dahan (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
Part of the Political Economy Lunch Seminar (PELS).

Join

Don’t forget: Prior registration is required for online and in-person events. Please note, all attendees who will join events onsite must consent to the “2G+” regulations. Attendees will be required to wear masks when attending the event. Please check the details on the Hertie School website.
Research events
Thur, 14.04. | 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm CEST | Online | Register here
Bargaining with the bomb: Militarised nuclear signals and crisis bargaining
Speaker: Kyungwon Suh (Syracuse University)
Part of the International Security Research Colloquium.

Events for students
Fri, 01.04. | 6:00 pm – Sun, 03.04. | 5:00 pm CEST | On-site | More Information here
European Public Policy Conference 2022
Join this year's digital European Public Policy Conference (EPPC). The conference theme is “EU Defence at a crossroad.”

CIVICA
Fri, 08.04. | 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm CEST | Online and on-site | Register here
futurEU Competition 2022: Final Round
Keynote: Damian Boeselager, MEP and co-founder of Volt Europa

Events of partners
Sat, 30.04. - Sun, 01.05. | Online | more info here - deadline for submission of abstracts: 10.04.
Samavesh Policy Summit 2022
Join the Indian School of Public Policy celebration of their hundredth Samavesh session by becoming involved in meaningful discourses. Submit a proposal by 10 April to be presented at the summit.

Listen
Podcast EU to go - Ukraine - A turning point in EU security policy
Ronja Kempin from the Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik and Nicole Koenig from the Jacques Delors Centre discuss whether the Strategic Compass heralds a new era in EU security policy.

Read
Berlin Security Recap | Week 12 | Read here
Every Monday, the 'Berlin Security Recap' provides a round-up of the previous week's most important English-language press articles and think tank reports on security and defense issues. Interested? Then sign up here.

Security Tech Brief | The Russian 'Poseidon' System | Read here
The Centre for International Security just launch a new report series called Security Tech Brief. The series offers a closer look at some of the new nuclear weapons systems by synthesizing the publicly available information into one piece.